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A NONSTANBAKD SET THEOHT 
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Abstract; The paper concerns a first order theory si-
milar to set theory, in which one can do certain nonstan-
dard considerations. Three metatheorems are presented which 
enable us to manage the relation between the standard and 
nonstandard in a better way. The metatheorems are applied 
to some concepts of calculus. Prom the formal point of Tiew 
the theory we work in is a theory of semiset. 
Key words; Standard, nonstandard, infinitely small, 
infinitely large, near, elementary equiTalence, ideal ele-
ments, natural extension. 
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Introduction. In this paper, we will consider a first 
order theory similar to the set theory, in which, howeTer, 
one can do certain nonstandard considerations. We belieTe 
this theory is more lucid than the usual nonstandard proce-
dures. It should be feasible to a reader isho is not a spe-
cialist in logic, and enable him to understand most of the 
so called nonstandard considerations. IntuitiTely, the theo-
ry is obtained by adding a class (constant) K of all stan-
dard sets (sets which do not need "infinitely small", "in-
finitely large** for their existence) to the uniTerse of 
sets and classes. We also require the existence of natural 
numbers outside of K (infinitely large natural numbers). 
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The situation is similar to that one of adding the imagina-
ry unit i to real numbers, fe require the class K to have 
three natural properties and we use these properties for 
nonstandard work* The principal difference between the set 
theory and the nonstandard set theory lies in the allowing 
for a subclass of a set which is not a set. Thus., we can 
work with "infinitely large naturalsM without being forced 
to accept the smallest of them. The principal properties 
of classes are preserved. Classes are determined by their 
elements and we have the existence of classes defined in & 
"reasonable*' manner* Prom the formal point of view the ba-
sic theory is a theory of semisets, but the reader need not 
be acquainted with the general theory of semisets, similar-
ly as when working with complex numbers, one does not need 
vector analysis. The principal stimulations for the con-
struction of the basic theory, not the concrete version of 
axioms, is due to Fetr Vopenka. .Recently, an analogous 
(stronger) theory has appeared in the literature. That one 
is closer to nonstandard work in models (see H ) . The theo-
rems given in the paper are well known and nonstandard 
proof8 can be found in the literature. The theorems and 
proofs are given here to illustrate the usage of the basic 
theory and the application of the metatheorems 1,2,3. I did 
not find these in the literature. The nonstandard set theo--
ry was presented at the Prague seminar of Set Theory. 
§ 1. Axioms 
1.01. The fundamental symbols are: 
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X,X,Z$..# capitals from the end of the Roman alphabet de-
signate variables for classes. 
XfyfZj••• lower case letters from the end of the Roman al-
phabet designate variables for sets. 
€ 9 * binary predicative symbols for membership and equa-
lity. 
K a class constant. 
Other logical symbols and set theoretical symbols • 
Remark? In applications, we also use capital Roman let-
ters for sets according to the common usage and we also use 
Greek letters for ordinal numbers. 
1.02. Formulas. Formulas are constructed in the usual 
way from the atomic formulas xs Y etc* We use symbols <g f 
tjf for formulas. We write <y CxY?) instead of cf{x-p... 
...,xa,X1,....Tia), meanings Every free variable from <$> oc-
curs inXi or Y« and no bound variable occurs in x4. or Y.. 
i j i :j 
Thus x*e Mf x* « ~f9 x* * y means that for every i x^e M, x^ » 
88 yi» xi s y resPec"tively* 
1.03. Metadefinitions: 1) We call standard the elements 
in K, nonstandard those ones not in K. We call standard the 
concepts and the assertions which do not need K, nonstandard 
those ones which do need K. Thus "a is a standard set" is a 
nonstandard assertion. 
2) The formulas without class variables are called set 
formulas. The formulas without bounded class variables are 
said to be normal. 
1.0.4. Axioms: All the axioms of Z.F* theory with the 
axiom of choice are assumed. For classes, we accept the axi-
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oms of the G.B. theory of classes* In particulars For every 
normal formula g> (xfX,.K) there is a class X9 such that 
x e X a <$>(x$f9K) 
is provable* We designate this class lay ix; <? (x»XtK)J (as 
usual)* 
Attentions Classes defined with the help of K need not ha-
Te a set intersection with every set (as it is the case in 
the set theory)* 
1.05. Definition; Class parts of sets are called semi-
sets* A seaiset not being a set is called a proper semiset. 
For semisets we use small Greek letters, 
1.06. Further we postulate that for K the following 
three groups of axioms hold: 
I. The axioms of the elementary equivalence (EE). 
For a set formula <g (1) we denote by eg (x) the formula ob-
tained from eg by the restriction of all the quantifiers 
to K. ( eg is not a set formula, but it is normal.) 
For every set formula <$ ($) 
(\f 2eK>( 9 (Sis cfK(t)) 
is an axiom of NST (the basic theory) • 
lit* The axiom of ideal elements (IE). 
( V x € K H 3 y)(Fin(y)Sc inKsy). 
III. The axiom of the natural extension (MB). 
(\fXcK){(3x)(Xsx)~> (3xeK)(X * xnK)>. 
Remarks: 1) EE tell us that every set formula holds 
in the "small world*8 of standard sets K and the "large (ex-
tended) world0 V simultaneously. If we define a set b by aa 
set formula with only standard parameters then b must be &. 
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standard set. Any definable relation holds siwiltaneously 
in K and in ?, E#g«t if we prove that for a set xe K there 
is a set y€ ¥ with a standard set property <p(j)s then the-
re is a standard y with the property cpiy)* The proof of 
the existence of such an element in V may he easier (with 
the help of the nonstandardnes®) than the one of the exis-
tence in K. 
Attention: We are not allowed to use EE for nonstandard; 
formulas (that is, formulas having K or a set not in K. as 
its parameter)* 
2) IE gives us infinitely large natural numbers. Be-
ally: Let x he a (nonstandard) finite set, such that 
co r\ K.c x. As o> n K is the class of all natural number® 
of the "small world" the number of the elements of x must 
be (intuitively) infinitely large. We also prove that every 
natural number from V - K is bigger than every natural num-
ber from K» We can expect (from the formulation of IE> that 
some facts holding for the finite sets may be used for infi-
nite ones, 
3) MS asserts that every semiset consisting only of 
standard sets determines a standard set with exactly the 
same standard elements• (Mote that standard sets may have 
nonstandard elements• <o is a standard setf it is defin-
able 9 by 2) there are infinitely large natural numbers -
nonstandard members of <o «) We get a fruitful use of HE if 
we realize that relations are sets, too. We can define con-
cepts with standard sense only for standard elements - for 
nonstandard ones the concepts are defined canonically lay 
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NE« In other words: If we define some concept for the stan-
dard elements only, HE gives us a concept with standard sen-
se (definable ̂ y a standard formula). E.g., if we define (in 
a nonstandard way) for every standard sequence 4 B^S of 
real numbers, the concept of convergence and determine which 
standard real number a is the limit of -(â lf $ then these 
concepts are naturally extended for nonstandard sequences. 
Any standard assertion (the standard definition for example) 
holding for the standard sequences ant their limits must 
hold for sequences and their limits from the natural exten-
sion. Por the work with concepts defined in such a way we 
need not have a standard definition (nor the existence of a 
standard definition, for that matter). 
Sometimes it is useful to work in the so called satu-
rated models. Such a work can be done if we add some axioms 
or axioms schemas to our theory (see H). 
Prove now that nonstandard natural numbers are bigger 
than standard ones. 
1«°7. Theorem; Let n e K n o t let m<n. We have me K. 
Proof: Put Css -i k;k<a& k^K$ . Let x be the natural 
extension of C .We have CVkex)(k<n) (we use EE). Pat 
m s max(x) + 1 . m is standard (by EE). We have ! • lexft' 
& 1 - 1 € K, thus m - 1< m and m^m. Let m-cm. We have Ifeff 
(by the definition of 6 ), me x in a contradiction to m ** 
= max (x) + 1. Thus m =- m and m is standard. 
§ 2. The relation between standard and nonstandard 
definitions and assertions. The three metatheo-
rems given in this paragraph, enable us to manage the rela-
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tion between standard and nonstandard in a better way. 
2.01. Metatheorem 1 (MT1>. Let <y (xfy) be a set for-
mula s let ye K. The following equivalences may be proved 
in NST. 
(Qx) 9 (?fy) m (Q
2*) <? Gt£) s CQ**) gK(xf*|) 
Where Q^ is a quantifier ( V or 3 ) 9 QqF is a quantifier 
K restricted to K and cp is the formula got from <p hj the 
restriction of all the quantifiers of cp to K* 
Demonstration: The equivalence of the first and the 
third part is exactly EE. We obtain the equivalence of the 
second and the third part by applying successively logical 
laws (distributivity for quantifiers) on EE. 
.Remarks: 1) The MT1 states that: For a set formula 
with standard parameters it is immaterial if we consider it 
in the "standard world" K or if we restrict some quanti-
fiers from the beginning of the formula to K or if we con-
sider it in the "extended world" ?• 
2) The MT1 gives us a method for proving standard theo-
rems <> We restrict quantifiers from the beginning of the for-
mula to K until a chosen existential quantifier. Then we 
prove (using the nonstandardness) the existence of the nee-
ded element in the "extended world" V. The MT1 gives the 
validity of the theorem. As an example we prove that the non-
standard condition for a limit implies the standard one. Be-
fore doing it, let us define the notion of nearness. 
2.02. Definitions: 1) x * O s (VneKK I x I < -~ )• 
k real number x is infinitely small (near to 0) iff the ab-
solute value of x is smaller than any positive standard 
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real number. 
2) y = - x s s y ~ x = 0 . y ia near to x. 
The concept of nearness has reasonable properties 
with regard to addition and multiplication. Similarly, we 
can introduce the concept of nearness for metric and norm-
ed spaces. The introduction of the nearness into uniform 
and topological spaces is a little more complicated. 
2.03* Assertion: Let -ts^ be a standard sequence 
of real numbers and let a be a standard real number. Then 
(Vn e co - K K a ^ m)—*> lit SL - a 
•71-—.*• 00 
Proof: By MT1 it is sufficient to prove that the as-
sumption implies the formula (VmeK)(3 n^)( V n>n^)( I a^ -
- a I < 1/m). Now it is sufficient to put iu infinitely lar-
ge and recall the definition of nearness (202) and the fact 
that every natural number bigger than an infinitely large 
natural number is infinitely large (107 )• 
If we consider the formal record of the definition of 
a limit and the left hand side of the proved implication, 
we can notice that we have (Vneo) - K) instead of C3n Q) 
(Vn>nQ). Actually (3iu)(V & > & Q ) bounds only one free va-
riable, and can be read as "for any enough large natural 
number nM. Metatheorem 2 expresses the relation between tho-
se two kinds of quantifications. 
2.04. Metatheorem 2 (HT2)-: Let <p (iffx:) be a set for-
mula (x?e <*> f x̂ need not be in K). The following two equi-
valences can be proved in NST: 
(Vn^eKKanVn*) 9 &ft) 3. CB## K) <f (nfl) 
(3n*0eK)(V®>n0) <p (n*,x) 9 <V"tf*K)g> (n,x) 
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.Demonstration.: By duality it is sufficient to prove 
only the second equivalence* I*et n^ be the smallest natural 
number having the property (Vising) <$ (£fx)* (If such a 
natural number does not exist, the equivalence holds.) How 
it is sufficient to realize that both sides of the equiva-
lence are equivalent to the standardness of n^. 
As an application of MT2 we find an equivalent for ne-
arness 
2»05# Theorem: Let X,$F he real numbers, then 
i - y s ( 3 n e c j - K)( I x - r I * ^ > 
Proof: x 5 | I ( V i i e K ) ( l x - y l < ^ ) m 
s ( V n 0 e K ) ( 3 n ? n 0 ) ( I x - y I < ^- ) W (3n <f= z) 
Now we have means strong enough to prove the equivalen-
ces for many standard and nonstandard assertions. 
2»06. Theorem: Let 4 ® . ^ be a standard sequence of 
real numbers and let a be a real number. Then 
1) lim a,. = a s (Vn eo> - !-:)(*_£ a) 
2) a i s a limit point of 4. a^ ? s (3 n e <-U - K) 
( a ^ a ) . 
Proof: 1) (Vn t o ) - EJta,,^ a) s (Vn e <y - K) 
(VafeK)( la^ - » U —• ) s 2 ( V » a ) G n o a ) ( f n > n 0 ) 
( l a , - « l ^ > - ' ( V m ) C 3 n 0 ) ( V n > n 0 ) ( l « a - a l < i ) . 
2) ( 3 n e « - K K a ^ a) 3. ( 3 n 6 a> - K)(3a <• GJ _ 
- K)( . «j, - • l < ^ > = * (Vn 0eK)(Vn o<-K)(3n>n o) 
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C3 ».•»„> CI « , > - • » - - - 4 >ST (Vn o ) ( t ta 0 ) ( 3 n > n 0 ) 
C3m>a0) ( l ^ - a | < - j l ) s (V w) (V x»0>(3 n>n 0 ) 
2«°7» Theorem; Let f be a standard function and M a 
standard eet« Then 
1) if X6 MnK, f is continuous in x with respect to 
M s (Vy*M)(y£ x~» f(y) A f(x)), 
2) f is continuous on M s (tf xe KnM)(Y y e M)(x 4 y--> 
-*-f(x)A f(y)) 
3) f is uniformly continuous on M s (Vx,ye M)(x » y~> 
—•f(x) Af(y)) 
Proof: 1) (VyeM)(x« y-^ f(x)» f(y))sa 
s (YyeM)((3n « *> - K)( I x - y I < ̂  ) - ^ (V ae K) 
C I f (x) ~ f (y) 1 «= -r. ))s(VyeM)(Vii6<i) - K H V a e E ) . 
( i x - y U £ — * I f(x) - *(y)»-c ^ )sli (V®eK) 
C3n0eK)CVn>n@)CVy€M) ( U - y U i - ^ 1 f(.x) -
- f(y)f < i ) s*4 (V/m)C3n0)CVn^no)CyyeM)Cf x - j |< 
< JL—> ff(x) . f ( y ) | < - L ) s (Va)C3n)C^y€M) ( I x -
/7J, v ririi' "̂  
- * • « £ - * lf<x) - ' W i ^ i > 
2) (VxeKr.M)(Vy«MK(3 ne<o - K)( l x - y l < -3- >-*• 
—>(VB6K)( l f ( x ) - f ( y ) l - - 4 - » - S (VxeKnM)(V»eK) 
(Vtt€<y - KKVyeM) C I x - y l - s ^ — » 1 f(x) - f(y) 1 «* 
< ~ r ) s P (VxeKAM)(VmcK)(3nAeK)CVn>nrt) CVyeM) 
C l x - y l 4 - * l f ( x ) - -" (y ) ! -* i ) = 1 (Vx«MXVii) 
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(3n) (Vy€M)( l x - y . < £ - » • IfCx) - . ? < y ) l < ^ - ) 
3) (Vx ,yeM)( (3n ecu - K)( 1 x - y l < - t ; )—*• 
—* CVafiKH I f(x) - f (y> |< ^ )) sT2 (Vmfi K)(3 nQe K) 
£VB>n0)(Vx,yeM) C I x - y l<: i ; —* I f(x) - f(y)l <• 
< ^ ) sP1 (Vm((an)(.yx,y€M)C I x - y I < - i -» If (x) -
--W- i )• 
2.08. --he or em: Let 4. fn$ be a standard sequence of 
functions. Let M be a standard set and f a standard func-
tion. We nave 
1) ifjj'V converges to f on M pointwise •== 
s (Vx6MnK)(Vn€0> - K.)(fa(x)~ f(x)). 
2) -£ f ? converges to f on M uniform^ s 
3 (VxeM)(Vnecj - K)(fn(x) A f(x)). 
Proof: We use Bfll and MT2 in the same way as in the 
proofs of (206) and (207). 
Attention: The assumption of standardness of f ,x,Mfaf i m^l , 
4.fn$ is substantial, since 2 s | is not a standard formula 
and we use EE in the proof. 
It is useful to generalize tlie notion of infinitely 
small. 
2.09. Definition: Let R(x,y) be a standard binary set 
relation. A y is said to be H-infinitely small (RIS(y)) 
iff for every standard element x of «$ (R) we have R(x,y). 
(Infinitely large natural numbers are -c infinitely small.) 
Now, a question arises which relations have infinite-
ly small elements. 
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2**0* Theorems Let R be a standard binary set relat-
ion. The following statements are equivalent: 
1) There is an HIS element. 
2) For every finite standard subset ix^i of the do-
main of R there is a y such that i V i ) R ( x . | ,y). 
Proofs 1) —.» 2) trivial. 
2) —* 1) % EE 2) holds also for nonstandard finite 
sets of the domain of R. Êy IE we have a finite set B such 
that 3)CR)r\ KBD £ #(R). Let y be the element correspond-
ing to D. w is RIS. 
Remark: Relations having the property 2) are called 
concurrent in the literature. 
Another natural question arises: Can we find an analo-
gue of KT2 concerning the extended notion of infinitely 
small? The saturated models show that we can add the exact 
reformulation of MT2 for any standard transitive r e l a t i o n . 
as a new axiom schema. In our theory we can prove the simi-
lar me ta the or em. 
2.11. Bffetatheorem 3 (MT3): Let R be a standard tran-
sitive relation with infinitely small elements. Let 
cf (x,y) be a set formula and 3^ be standard. The following 
equivalences are provable in NST: 
(Vx^6K)(3i,K(?of3f)) <p (?,?).* {3% JttS(f)) cp (?,y) 
(3i?06K)(Vx,H(?0,!)) 9 ti9f)~s (V5?fHES (x))<j> &t?) 
Demonstrations In view of the duality it is suffi-
cient to prove only the first equivalence. By MT1 the left 
hand side of the equivalence is equivalent to the follow-
ing: 
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(V3?0)(j ir fR(ir0,D) ? a*9f) 
Let XQ be RIS. Put x^ « xQ. Let x< be such that R(i^3) and 
<y (x^y); then x is RIS (transitivity of R). On the other 
hand, let there be an ? such that RISGf) and cp(xf̂ "). The 
left hand side of the equivalence holds trivially. 
Let us now generalize the notion of nearness. In the 
standard way, nearness is described with the help of neigh-
bourhood filters. Thus it is natural to formulate 
2.12. Definition: Let T be a standard topological spa-
ce and x a standard point in T. Denote by -tU(x)} the 
neighbourhood filter of x. Put 
<o,(x) =- D ( * U (x) I o K) 
(The semiset of all points near to x.) 
Note that wto be near to* need not te symmetric but must 
be reflexive and transitive. 
We are able to prove an analogue of the theorem 205. 
2.13. Theorem: Let R be the relation of inclusion VLD v 
on the nei^ibourhood filter of a standard point x of a stan-
dard topological space T. We have: 
y 6 ( C t ( x ) . s (311 ,RIS(U)My e 01) 
Proof: ««.— trivial 
—» Let y e (u.(x)f let D be a finite subset of 
the neighbourhood filter -i U(x) r such that 4U(xH A K S D S 
s4,U(x)? '• Put U « H 4 V€ D; l3j J . U is the required RIS 
neighbourhood of x. 
In a similar manner we can treat uniform spaces. Using 
MT1 and MT3 we can easily get the topological and uniform 
analogues of the assertions (206) - (208). 
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For some nonstandard formulas, the standard equivalents 
are not given by the mentioned metatheorems • In the mentioned 
metatheorems the possibility of representation of complicat-
ed standard objects by simpler nonstandard ones is not ob-
tained. Using nonstandardness we can represent e.g. the 
wDirac function" as a continuous nonstandard function (hav-
ing an infinitely small support ) f neighbourhood filter of a 
standard point x by the monad of x. Similarly t for a stan-
dard filt er y we formulate the f ollowing 
2.14. Definition: Let & be a standard filter on a 
standard set M. Put 
Ker (̂ ) « n (Tn K) 
(the kernel of W ) 
We can easily prove 
2.15. Assertions X-et ^ be a standard filter on a 
standard set M. Then $ is themtural extension of -CXeKj 
XSMgcX2Ker (#')? . 
Thus, filters (parts of CP(M)) can be represented by 
kernels (parts of M)» The situation is more interesting in 
the case of ult rafilters. I-et M be a standard set, x an ele-
ment (possibly nonstandard) of M» Put | * -£ A c ^(M); n€ 
€ A & A € £ J . \ has the following four properties: 
1) ke | & B2.4& BeKnCP(M)-* B e f 
ZZ ke ^ B & | > A n . B e f 
3) AeK A CP(M)—> 4 e | v M - 4 e f 
4) 0 # f 
Thus, we see that the natural extension of f is a stan-
dard ult raf ilt er on M and x is a member of his kernel. We 
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have correspondence between standard ultrafiIters on a stan-
dard set M and (possible nonstandard) members of M« This 
correspondence leads to a nonstandard equivalent of the 
compactness of topological spaces. 
2*3-6. Theorem: Let T be a standard topological space* 
T is compact iff for erery point y of T there is a standard 
point ac of T such that ye <t->(x). 
Proof: Recall the mentioned correspondence between 
points of T and standard ultrafiIters and the corresponden-
ce between monads and neighbourhood filters of standard 
points of T (2.12, 2.14-, 2.15). The property in the theorem 
is equivalent to: "For any standard mlt raf ilter & there is 
a standard neighbourhood filter iu"(xH of a standard point 
x which is a part of & *• By EE we can cancel the words 
standard and we get an equivalent of eompactness. 
The theorem shows that the compactness is natural from 
the nonstandard point of view and leads e.g. to a very easy 
proof of the Tichonov theorem. (See E .) 
Notes: 
1) A nonstandard theory of measure and Lebesgue inte-
gration was also developed. It differs from the one in (BW). 
The main differences are in the following pointst 
a) The standard measure theoretic theorems are not used* 
b) Instead of extending the Lebesgue measure, we define 
the Lebesgue measure directly in the nonstandard way. 
c) Some principal theorems of measure theory and inte-
gration are proved. 
2) By considerations of the presented theory and of the 
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nonstandard semiset theory, the following interesting state-
ment was obtained. If ZFC + (existence of inaccessibles) is 
consistent, we can consistently use the following assertion 
at nonstandard work. Let I,J be bounded intervals of real 
numbers. Let 4I± ? , •£. «J j ? be fine partitions of I, J respec-
tively. Let the differential intervals 1^ be of tke same 
order (that is n (3±19±2) ( (^(I± ) / («,(I± )= 0))„ Let 
F be a semiset (external) one-to-one correspondence between 
partitions i Ii 5 t i J. } such that: 
a) (Vi)L fell})/ (u,{*tl±))£ 1) 
b) For the definition of F we use only a (internal) set 
and the notion of ==. for real numbers. 
Then we have (&(!)/ ft (J) £ 1. 
I t i s possible that the mentioned assertion i s provable. 
Hy attempts to prove i t or to prove the consistence of i t s 
negation was unsuccessful. 
These results wi l l appear elsewhere. 
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